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Abstract
Hybrid laser technologies for deposition of thin films and basic schemes of combination of pulsed
laser deposition (PLD) with magnetron sputtering and RF discharges or two lasers or three laser
deposition systems are presented. Experiences with deposition of chromium doped diamond-like
carbon (DLC) films for coating of prostheses are described. Layers of different chromium concentrations were prepared using hybrid systems (PLD + magnetron sputtering or by double PLD).
Results of physical and mechanical characterization of film properties and biomedical tests of trivalent and toxic hexavalent chromium are given. Experiences with double laser deposition of DLC
layers doped with silver are also mentioned.
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1. Introduction
For creation of thin films of biomaterials, technologies like PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) and CVD (Chemical Vapor Deposition) are used. For fabrication of complicated nanocomposites the focus is on technologies
like sputtering and laser deposition.
Lasers can be employed in a various techniques used for the fabrication of biomaterials, such as drilling, cutting, welding, annealing and hardening. For the coating of implants, development of biosensors, detectors, nanomaterials, and creation of new components, the laser techniques such as laser ablation, surface modification,
laser induced forward transportation (LIFT) and Laser chemical vapor deposition (LCVD) are used. A frequently applied method in material research is the laser deposition method, usually called PLD. This method allows
the fabrication of a wide scale of inorganic coatings and layers, including selected organic layers [1] [2]. For organic materials a modification of PLD called MAPLE (Matrix assisted pulsed laser evaporation) is frequently
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applied. PLD is a very flexible method, with a wide range of possible deposition conditions, a wide choice of
applicable materials and high deposition rates. The flexibility of PLD allows the deposition of multilayered
structures in situ, in a single technological step.
In this contribution we introduce PLD and basic hybrid PLD technologies, including applications for creation
of DLC films doped with chromium or silver.

2. Laser Thin Film Hybrid Technologies
In this chapter we describe principle of PLD for synthesis of inorganic and organic thin films and basic hybrid
PLD arrangements. PLD equipment consists of a laser and a deposition chamber. The laser beam is focused onto
a target, which is placed in a vacuum chamber. The chamber input window must have a large diameter to enable
the laser beam to scan the target and to ensure standard conditions for material evaporation. The stream of material from target (plasma plume) is directional and perpendicular to the target. Material condenses on the substrate, which is placed on a heating element. Further advantages of PLD are that it allows stoichiometric deposition, it uses a relatively simple and economical pumping system (10−3 Pa), and it enables a simple deposition of
multilayers. The PLD deposition scheme and a photo of a real deposition chamber are shown in Figure 1.
MAPLE is a relatively new method of physical vapor deposition (PVD), similar to PLD. MAPLE is used for
the fabrication of organic layers. One drawback of using standard PLD to produce films is that the direct ablation of target can be stressful to fragile materials, which may consequently break during the process. Maple was
developed to decrease the photochemical damage caused by the direct interaction of the UV laser light with the
organic or biomaterial target and to overcome the difficulties in solvent-based coating technologies, such as in
homogeneous films, inaccurate placement of material, and difficult or incorrect thickness control. The process
uses a low fluence pulsed UV laser and a cryogenically-frozen composite target consisting of a dilute mixture of
the material to be deposited and a high vapor-pressure solvent—see Figure 2.

Figure 1. Scheme of PLD deposition chamber (left) and photo of real chamber (right).

Figure 2. Scheme of cryogenic MAPLE deposition system (left) and photo of MAPLE chamber (right).
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To overcome some of the limitations of deposition techniques, to find new possible deposition methods, a
several novel combined deposition techniques are currently under development. Hybrid technologies are used,
for example, to improve surface structure, stoichiometry, morphology and adhesion, and to enable the fabrication of nanocomposites and doped materials. Examples of some hybrid laser based deposition schemes are in
Figures 3-7.
The hybrid deposition techniques are steadily improved to meet the higher technological requirements. Example of hybrid PLD of a new generation is in Figure 8. Chamber enables simultaneously running PLD, double
PLD and ion beam, and magnetron deposition.

3. Biomaterial Research Using Hybrid Laser Technology
Biomaterials, i.e. natural or artificial materials designed for application in biotechnologies and medicine, are
widely used for replacing irreversibly damaged tissues in the human body.
Biomaterials have to meet the requirements for well-functioning and long-term durability of the implants,
namely biocompatibility, good corrosion and fatigue resistance, wear resistance and biomechanical compatibility [3]. In this part we mention experiences and results with hybrid deposition of DLC films doped with chromium or silver.

Figure 3. Scheme of hybrid deposition system chamber combining
PLD with radiofrequency (a,b) and hollow cathode discharges (c).

Figure 4. Scheme of hybrid PLD—magnetron deposition system (left) and photo of real chamber (right).
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Figure 5. Scheme of hybrid PLD using two lasers and two targets.

Figure 6. Scheme of hybrid PLD laser deposition combined with ion gun (left) and photo of system (right).

Figure 7. Hybrid laser based deposition method combining simultaneous deposition of doped and nanocomposited materials
from three targer, using three lasers.
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Figure 8. PLD chamber with load lock (base vacuum 5 × 10−6 Pa, diameter of 450 mm,
TBM 700 l/s, TBM 80 l/s—for load lock) (left—schema, right—photo of real chamber).

3.1. Cr: DLC Layers
Chromium is used as a dopant for improvement of adhesion of DLC films. Chromium is also a common part of
stainless steels and alloys used for implants (up to 30 wt%) [4]. Chromium-doped diamond-like carbon (DLC)
layers were prepared by a hybrid technology using a combination of PLD and magnetron sputtering (2 inch. K. J.
Lesker) or PLD and PLD (double PLD deposition—two KrF excimer lasers were used).
3.1.1. Cr: DLC Prepared by Double PLD Deposition
One KrF excimer laser was used for ablation of carbon and the second for ablation of chromium. The flows of
targets materials were regulated by lasers repetition rates. Chromium content was in region from zero to 18 at%.
Roughness was studied by mechanical profilometer or by AFM. Roughness of doped films was comparable with
the roughness of undoped DLC films. With increase of chromium content the roughness was slightly increasing
[5] or decreasing [6]. Roughness Ra increased from about 0.62 nm to 1 nm (or decreased from 10 nm to 5 nm].
With increasing chromium content the hardness changed from 52 GPa to 17 GPa but adhesion critical force Lc3
increased from 6 N to 19 N [5] [6]. The contact angle (CA) of undoped DLC was 70.6˚. For chromium doped
layers changed from 87˚ to 93˚. Surface free energy (SFE) gamma T for undoped DLC layers was 43 mN/m and
decreased for chromium doped layers to 31 mN/m. No significant changes of SFE were observed for doped layers, the same is valid for zeta potential. Bacterial efficiency was low for all doped (undoped) layers [6].
3.1.2. Cr: DLC Prepared by PLD + Magnetron
Content of chromium was changed by magnetron power and of carbon by laser repetition rate. Measured chromium content in DLC layers was different for XPS measurement (in region from zero to 7 at%) and Wavelength
dependence X-ray analysis measurement (zero to 16 at%). Films were very smooth. No reasonable differences
in morphology were found between undoped and doped layers. Roughness Ra was in region from 0.2 nm to 0.7
nm (highest chromium concentration). Contact angle for water changed from 79˚ (DLC) to 102˚ (7 at% of Cr).
The SFE decreased with chromium doping from 34 J∙m−2 (DLC) to 28 J∙m−2 (7 at% Cr). The films do not exhibit
any antimicrobial effect against both tested (positive and negative) bacterial strains [7]. From X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy follows that the chromium was present predominantly in its trivalent form. This form has been
considered as relatively non toxic. Small amount of toxic, hexavalent, chromium was also found. The population
density of Saos-2 cells was the highest in samples containing higher concentrations of chromium 7.7 and 10 at%.
However, this seemingly positive cell behavior could be associated with the risk of dedifferentiation and oncogenic transformation of cells [8] [9].

3.2. Ag: DLC Layers Prepared by Double PLD
Silver-doped DLC has been reported that these coating is able to reduce the residual stress state (thus improving
the coating’s adhesion to different substrates), to provide antibacterial properties and to improve the tribological
behavior. AgDLC coatings have been pointed as an effective coating for biomedical implants due to their good
corrosion resistance and wear resistance, antibacterial activity and hemocompatibility. The amorphous carbon
coatings containing about 5.5 at% of Ag were not toxic against mouse MC3T3 osteoblastic cells [10] [11].
Our Ag: DLC layers were prepared by double PLD deposition using two KrF excimer lasers. Concentration of
silver dopant (from zero to 10 at%) was easily regulated by changing of repetition rates of lasers, which ablated
silver or carbon from targets. Results of antibacterial testing using Gram-negative Pseudomonas aeruginosa and
Gram-positive Staphylococcus aureus bacteria are in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Bacterial inhibition on Ag: DLC layers after 3 h treatment in
positive and negative bacterias [12].

4. Conclusions
We present laser technologies for preparation of thin films, with focus on biocompatible materials and hybrid
deposition techniques. Schemes for deposition of inorganic films as PLD, and organic films as MAPLE, are
mentioned. Hybrid laser based technologies for production of nanocrystalline, doped, nanocomposite and gradient layers are presented. Various hybrid arrangements as PLD + magnetron deposition, RF discharges, and
double or triple PLD are presented.
Examples of applications of hybrid systems for study of doped biocompatible DLC coating using PLD +
magnetrom and double PLD are described. Results of deposition of chromium doped DLC and silver doped
DLC are discussed. Using various technologies also various films parameters can be preferably reached. Layers
of Cr doped DLC prepared by magnetron were smoother, contact angle was higher and surface free energy was
lower in layers prepared by PLD + magnetron, compared to double PLD. The preparation of layers of small dopant concentrations maybe sometimes better to arrange with double PLD because of PLD + magnetron exhibit
instabilities in glow magnetron discharge for low magnetron power (needed for deposition of low dopant concentrations).
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